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About This Content

Harry didn't believe his beloved was guilty of witchcraft, although whenever she disappeared into the woods he was being
haunted by unsettling dreams...

Learn the truth about Zula and discover the secret of the woods. With demons lurking in the dark of the forest, it will be a night
to remember.

Play as Zula and learn more about her story

Use a new artifact: a magic lamp

New bigger levels to explore

New achievements to unlock
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1/8.1/10

Processor: 2.66 GHZ DUAL CORE, INTEL® CORE 2 Duo or AMD equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB VRAM, NVIDIA GeForce 8600GT/ATI Radeon HD 3850/INTEL HD 4400

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space
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apocalipsis one night in the woods walkthrough. apocalipsis one night in the woods

After moving freight all around mainland Australia, it's time to use our skills for the Eastern state.... I mean, uh, NZ ;)

Can't wait to visit all the new towns, and learn plenty about the geography and resources NZ is famous for.. C'mon man! I
appreciate what you've tried to do here, but you could have at least spelled \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing FORUM right. Did
you even play through your own game before asking money for this?

Tried to keep playing... This is an rpg maker game with no effort put into any of it except some creepy voice over. Gameplay is
tedious AF and at most points it's very unclear what the player should even be doing. It's ony a dollar, but you will never be able
to reclaim the time you spent grinding your way through some guy's weird incest fetish fantasy.. Filled with bugs, unable to
finish the game. Ever play those pirate games where you basically beat the game but still enjoy sailing around exploring and
whooping♥♥♥♥♥ Do you enjoy that? Then you will enjoy this. There's really no direction to this game yet, once you get a
decent ship with some capabilities, you just fly around looking for ancient relics an stepping on PVE targets. This game has the
basics down, that being the actual space flying and combat stuff, however once you reach the highest level (just 50? hmmm...)
and realize you can just hop quadrants, it get repetitive quick. It's still very fun, and has potential, but know that right now
content is lacking.

I have to give the dev 10/10. Very responsive and engaged. I'm sure this game will evolve into something amazing with him at
the helm, so to speak.. Best textures from stock photo generator. Except it isn't.. Kinda clunky and nothing substantial, most
similar browser games play better.. Who is the mysterious suited man? Why is he navigating this murderous landscape of ever-
encroaching vines and spinning machinery?

Does it matter? Simply guide him off screen and keep him free of danger.

The controls are tight, the music is slick, and the premise is incredibly simple but effective.

An incredibly difficult game to classify, but one worth checking out nonetheless.. Sometimes, at a point of your life, you start
wondering what's life is all about, aka having a midlife crisis. Then you realize how absurd the whole world and societies are, so
the best way is to embrace the absurdity of it. And then you eat the whole bag of chicken nuggets in the kitchen.

The Haunted Island, a Frog Detective Game (trademark sign), is exactly what you need. A dumb cute game. It's good dumb, like
cuddling with your loved ones or rubbing your nose against stranger's dog's nose while having a date on an up class restaurant.
The Haunted Island, a Frog Detective Game (trademark sign) is a very short game, but almost every single interaction (except
the one where you choose the screen resolution, wait scratch that one too), makes you smile a bit. There's nothing complicated
in gameplay sense, and some might just disparagingly call it walking simulator. well, it's more like cuteness simulator. But the
absurdity is the reason why you keep pushing (for an hour or so, it's really short). Every character is cute in some way. Wanna
talk with a crocodile / alligator (I'm a bigot) with great teeth? There's one there. How about a rat / mouse (again, I'm a bigot)
with anxiety issues? It got your back.

Anyway, what I'm trying to say is. If you're like me, completely empty inside, and wanna feel some cutesiness in your life again,
then try The Haunted Island, a Frog Detective Game (trademark sign).. 12 minutes long.
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we all know the gallery of this game is the best """alternate story""" of all time. The game itself is good, the last part of the end
mission is bugged. Impossible to get through it, i looked up on youtube a walk through and more had the same problem. Im
talking about the dog part of the last mission, totally impossible to get past... But other than that, its as good as the other newer
Sherlock Holmes games.. For those who love this retro pixeled games, it is very fun, it makes you want to go faster, but it will
not be so easy, since it requires you to be very skilled with the keyboard. Also is very affordable. Some happycore music or so,
would have been more adecuated. So I recommend this game.. Poor graphics (max resolution is 1650x1200, and that for a game
that was released in nov 2016), poorly optimized (52 FPS on a i7-4790K with two GTX980's), poor controls, buggy. Avoid at all
costs.

If you're looking for a good logging experience, try Farming Simulator 2017 instead. Although the name doesn't suggest it, you
can also work as a logger in that game.. though it seems shorter than cars it's okay. I've only been playing 5 hours.

WARNING: This game is very slow paced.

MAPPING:

It's easy to get disorientated. Needs a minimap on the battle screen to quickly reference where your units are in relation to each
other.

The large Map function should show landmarks (buildings, roads, environment, fauna) and not just show blips as units and a "T"
as a flag.

BATTLE:

The pistol shooting sound is wrong. Pistol sounds like a rifle imo.

Needs more background sound effects. Like stepping sounds of the soldiers. Soldiers need to make more vocal noise too.

When locking on an enemy it should give you the percentage of chance of hitting an enemy, not just the distance. This is so you
you don't waste ammo on impossible shots.

Soldiers need the ability to lie in a prone shooting position if there is no cover around them.

Grenades should show their possible throw arcs to make sure the path to the target is clear. One of my units tried to throw a
grenade from a top of building down to the enemy from a crouching position. The grenade hit the wall right next to my unit and
killed my unit. Lame. Grenades travel in upward arcs, not straight lines.

GOVERNMENT:

The governing screen that shows resources and the like is very confusing. I barely figured out how to buy new guns for my units.
I don't know even what I CAN do in the govening screen!

There is more things wrong with this game but I still like the overall idea.

But it is NOT ready in order to be a popular and good game.

IT JUST NEEDS MORE CONTENT, A BETTER USER INTERFACE AND MORE POLISHING! ^_^
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